Results. Initial resultsi ndicate that children with MLDp erform about1SD below average on workingmemorymeasures, even when IQ is controlled, andp erform below average on mathematical cognitiont asks that involve number processinga nd representation,executionofarithmeticprocedures, andrecall of arithmetic facts.Children with learningd ifficulties have average IQ andw orkingm emoryt estp erformance but arebelow average on number processing tasksand recall of arithmetic facts.Performance on 1stgrade mathematical cognition tasks is predictive of MLDstatusinlatergrades.
Conclusions. Children with MLD have broad working memorydeficits and specific deficits in their sense of number that delays their learning of formal mathematics. Children with learning difficulties do not have working memoryd eficits, but they do have ap oor number sense and difficulties recalling arithmetic facts. Ostad, 1998; Shalev,M anor,&Gross-Tsur,2 005) .T hesea re individuals with a mathematical learning disability (MLD),a nd are joined by another5 -10% of children anda dolescents whow ill experience more mild learning difficultiesi n mathematics ( Berch&Mazzocco, 2007) . Individuals in this latter group are low achieving (LA) , that is, their progress in mathematics is below expectations based on their cognitive abilitya nd reading achievement but the factors underlying their difficulties are not as pervasiveo rs evere as those that appear to underlie MLD (Geary, Hoard, Byrd-Craven, Nugent, &N umtee, 2007; Murphy,M azzocco, Hanich, & Early,2 007) .
The Missourilongitudinal study is partofanetworkofr esearchl abs funded by the National Institute of Child Health and HumanD evelopment (NICHD)t os tudy mathematical learning and disabilities;http://www.nichd.nih.gov/research/supported/ math.cfm. The primaryg oal of the Missouris tudy is to track the mathematical development of children with MLDa nd LA children from kindergarten to the completion of their first high school algebra course. The specific goals are to identify the mathematical areas in which children with MLD and LA children experience learning deficitsa nd difficulties, respectively, andt oi dentify the cognitive mechanisms that might underlie these deficitsa nd difficulties. The longitudinal design will eventuallya llow fort he identification of early predictorso fl ong-termr isk forM LD and LA and through this providet he foundation fort he development of assessment measures and targets fore arly intervention fora tr isk children. In the first section, Id escribe the basics of the study.I nt he second and third sections, respectively, If ocus on the core mathematical areas that are currently being assessed and the potential cognitive mechanisms that contribute to learning in these areas. In both of these latter sections,r ecent findings from the Missouris tudy are interleafed with the discussions.
Study overview

Design
The design of the study is shown in Table 1 , and includess tandardized assessments, mathematical tasks, cognitive tasks, psychometric tests,a nd am easure of classroom attention. The assessments through 5th grade have been completed; the children are currently in the 6th grade.
Mathematical tasks
The taskswere chosen based on areas in which children with MLD or LA children have been found to have deficitso rd ifficulties in earlier studies (for reviews, see Berch& Mazzocco, 2007; Geary, 1993 Geary, , 2004 , or areas that are considered essential preparation (e.g. fractions) fora lgebra learning (National Mathematics AdvisoryP anel, 2008) .T he basics of the tasksare provided below,and detailed descriptions in Geary et al. (2007) .
Numbers ets. We designed the NumberS ets Test as ag roup-administered paper-andpencil measure of the speed and accuracywith which children can identify the quantity of sets of objects-features of their early number sense (below) -a nd combine these with quantities represented by Arabic numerals (Geary et al., 2 007) .F igure 1s hows several example items from the measure. There are four pages of such items, and the child is instructedt om ove across each line of the pagef rom left to right without skipping any and to 'circle any groups that can be put togethertomake the top number, five (nine)' and to 'workasfast as youcan without making many mistakes'. The child is given 60 and 90 sper pagefor the targets 5and 9, respectively, and is asked to stop at the time limit. We chose to time the task to avoid ceiling effects and because at imed measure should provide an assessment of fluency in recognizing numbercombinations.
The task yields numbers of hits, misses, correct rejections, and false alarms foreach problemt ypea nd size. Geary et al. (2007) found that 1st graders' performance was consistent across target number and item content (e.g. whether the rectangle included Arabic numerals or shapes) and could thus be combined to create an overall frequency of hits ( a ¼ : 88),correct rejections ( a ¼ : 85), misses ( a ¼ : 70), and false alarms ( a ¼ : 90). Numberline estimation. We use the number line measure developed by Siegler and Opfer (2003) . The stimuli are aseriesofnumber lines printed on paper or presented on acomputer screen. Each number line has astartpoint of 0and an end-point of 100 (or higher) and atarget numberprinted above it. The child is asked to mark on the paper or use the mouse on the computer to indicate wherethe target number goes on the line. The target numbers were chosen following Siegler and Booth (2004, experiment 1) and allow fort he fitting of logarithmic and linear regression models to the children's placements -the rationaleisd escribed below in the 'Numbers ense' section. The task provides several indices that can be used to makei nferences about the cognitive representationals ystem that children use to make number line placements and their progress in learning the linear mathematical number line. The indices are also predictive of later mathematics achievement (Booth &S iegler,2 006).
Countingknowledge. The goal is to assess children'sknowledge of core principles of counting (Gelman&Gallistel, 1978) and the inductions theyh ave made regarding essential and unessential featureso fc ounting (Briars&Siegler,1 984); these are elaborated below in the 'Counting' section. Children'sk nowledge of these counting principles and features is assessed by asking themtohelp apuppet learnhow to count (Gelman&Meck, 1983) ; specifically,t he child is introduced to ap uppet that is just learning how to count and needs to know if his counting is okay and correct, or not okay and wrong.Byusing apuppet to do the counting, the task removes the need forchildren to engagei nt he procedural act of counting and thuss hould providealess biased estimate of their emerging conceptual knowledgeo fc ounting. There are aseries of sets of items which the puppet sometimes countscorrectly using the standard left-to-right procedure and sometimes countsc orrectly using an irregular procedure. An example of the latter involves the puppetcounting the 1st, 3rd, 5th,and 7th items in the set from left to right and then returning to the left side and counting the 2nd, 4th,a nd 6th items and answering 'seven'. The count is technicallyc orrect but appearstobeanerror forchildren who do not understandacore counting principle or make incorrect inductions about essential features of counting. For other sets, the puppet violates acore principle. The assumption is that children whodetect violations of basic principles will tell the puppet that these countsare not okay and wrong.
Additions trategyassessment. It is now clear that children use am ix of strategies when solving any serieso fa cademic or other type of problem (Siegler, 1 996) . The strategy assessment task allows us to capture this variation during children's early learning of arithmetic, and provides several useful indices of learning progress and competence.S pecifically,t he task provides information about the sophistication of the mix of strategies used in problem solving, the accuracy of procedural execution -a si nu sing ac ounting procedure to solve addition problems -a nd the accuracy of retrieving arithmetical information from long-termm emory ( Siegler, 1 987; Siegler &S hrager, 1 984) .P erformance on the corresponding indices is correlated with mathematicsa chievement (Geary &B urlingham-Dubree, 1989 ) and discriminates childrenw ith MLDa nd LA childrenf rom their typically achieving (TA) peers( e.g. Geary, 1990; Jordan &M ontani, 1997) .
In our task, childrena re presented with as eries of simple (e.g. 5 þ 8) and more complex(e.g. 9 þ 15) addition problems to solve one at atime. For our strategy choice trials, the child is asked to solve each problem (without the use of paper-and-pencil) as quickly as possible without making too many mistakes and using whatever strategy is easiestg et the answer.B eginning in 2nd grade, we added as eries of retrieval-only simple addition problems and instruct the children to only use 'remembering' to getthe answer.T hese' forced retrieval' trials allow foramored etailed assessment of the retrieval deficit (below) that is acardinal aspect of MLD(e.g. Geary, Hamson,&Hoard, 2000; Jordan&Montani, 1997) .
While the child is solving each problem, the experimenter watches forp hysical indications of counting, such as regular finger or mouth movements. Theset rials are initially classified as finger counting or verbal counting, respectively. On verbal counting trials, the experimenter probes the child as to how she counted, and the child's responseisrecorded as min, sum, or max. Min involves stating the larger valued addend and then counting an umber of times equal to the value of the smaller addend (e.g. counting 3, 4, 5tosolve 3 þ 2), and sum involves counting bothaddends starting from 1. The max procedure involves stating the smaller addenda nd then counting the larger one. Finger counting trials are coded in the same way.
If the child speaks the answer quickly, without hesitation, and without obvious counting-related movements, thent he trial is initially classified as direct retrieval of the answer or as decomposition if this was the child'sp redominantr etrieval-based strategy on previous trials. An example of decomposition is providedb yt he problem, 18 þ 7, whereby the 7c an be decomposed into as et of 5a nd as et of 2, followed by 18 þ 2a nd then 20 þ 5. After the child states the answer,t he experimenter queries her on how she got the answer.W eh ave found good agreement between the experimenter'so bservations and children'sr esponses, but sometimes there is a disagreement. If counting is overt, the trial is classified as ac ounting strategy.I ft he process that resulted in the answer is ambiguous, the child'sr esponsei sr ecordeda s the strategy.
Fractions. Forf ractions, basic computational and conceptual skills will be assessed using modified versions of Hecht, Close, and Santisi's(2003) and Mazzocco and Devlin's (2008) t asks.
Workingmemoryand speed of processing
As noted, acore goal of the Missouristudy is to identify the cognitive mechanisms that underlie the deficitso fc hildren with MLD and LA children on the mathematical tasks.
Our focus is on Baddeleyand Hitch's (1974) three core working memorysystems-the central executive, phonological loop,a nd visuospatial sketch pad -a nd on speed of processing; the rationalei sp rovided in 'Cognitive mechanisms' section. Working memoryi sa ssessed using the nine subtest working memoryt est batteryf or children (Pickering &G athercole, 2001) . Speed of processing is assessed using two rapid automatized naming tasks ( Denckla &R udel, 1976; Mazzocco &M yers,2 003) .T hese require children to stateaseries of lettersa nd numbersa sq uickly and accurately as possible, and provide reliable reaction time measures.
Psychometric measures
As shown in Table 1 , the psychometric tests will assess the children'sd eveloping computational fluency,their ability to solve multi-step arithmetical word problems,and their competence in dealing with fractions; specifically, their procedural skills in solving fractionproblems and their conceptual understanding of them. Theseare all important competencies in and of themselves and are critical forc hildren'sp reparation for algebra (National Mathematics AdvisoryPanel, 2008) . The measures will include paperand-pencil tests from the Educational Test Service Kit of factorr eferenced tests (Ekstrom, French, &H arman, 1976) . Thesea ssess computational arithmetic and conceptual and procedural competence when solving arithmetical word problems.
Classroom behaviour
Classroomb ehaviour is assessed using the SWAN measure of classroom attention (strengthsa nd weaknesses of ADHD-symptoms and normal-behaviour scale; Swanson et al. ,2 008).T he measure includesi tems that assessa ttentional deficits and hyperactivity but the scoresa re normally distributed, based on the behaviour of a typicalchild in the classroom. The measure was added to the Missouris tudy based on the finding that classroom attention contributes to arithmetical learning abovea nd beyond the attentional control assessed by central executive measures of working memory ( Fuchs et al., 2 006) . The child'sc lassroom teacher is asked to rate the behaviour of the child. We have collected data forasubstantial proportion of the sample in 2nd, 3rd, and 4th grade. The analyses have noty et been completed and thus will not be discussed further.
Sample
All kindergarten children from 12 elementary schools were invited to participate; the schools serve children from awide rangeo fs ocio-economic backgrounds, but include several schools that have had ah igh proportiono fc hildren with MLDi np revious studies.P arental consent and child assent were received for3 7% ( N ¼ 311) of these children, and 305 of them completed the first round of testing at the endo f kindergarten; 238 remained in the study at the end of 5th grade. The sample mean ( M ¼ 99) and standard deviation ( SD ¼ 15) on the nationally normed Wechsler Abbreviated Intelligence Scale were botha tt he nationala verage. At the end of 1st grade, the mean reading achievement score ( M ¼ 106) and standardd eviation ( SD ¼ 16) wereslightly above the nationalaverage. Consistent with inclusionofschools with ah igher proportion of children with MLD in previous studies,t he mean mathematicsa chievement score ( M ¼ 92) and standard deviation ( SD ¼ 13) were below the nationala verage.
Identifying children with MLD and LA children FollowingMurphy et al. (2007) , we have used more andlessrestrictive criteria to identify groupso fc hildren with MLDand LA children,respectively . Because there arenoreadily availablestandardizedmeasures specifically designed to diagnose MLD, most researchersrelyonstandardizedachievementtests,sometimes in combination with IQ measures.C hildren with lowa verage or higher IQ scoresc an score poorlyo n mathematicsachievement testsfor reasons otherthanalearningdisability, andthusalow mathematicsachievement score in andofitselfcannotbeconsidered an indicatorofMLD. We have foundthatchildrenwithlow achievementscores in onegrade but higher scoresin anotherdonot typicallyhaveacognitive deficitthatwouldindicateMLD.However,children whoscore poorlyonmathematics achievementtests acrosstwo successivegradesoften do show deficits on oneo rm oreo ft he mathematical tasks described above ( Geary, 1990; Geary, Brown, &Samaranayake, 1991; Geary, Hoard, &Hamson, 1999; Geary et al. ,2000) .
In our initial analysis, we classified children as MLD if their national ranking was equal to or less than the 15th percentile in bothkindergarten and 1st grade and their IQ was between 80 and 130; Murphy et al. (2007) used similar criteria. The use of this cutoffa cross successive grades identified 5.4% of our sample with mean mathematics achievement scores at the 8th and 6th nationalpercentile in kindergartenand 1stgrade, respectively. The achievement scoresa nd percentageo ft he sample identified as MLD are consistent with prevalence estimates obtained with restrictive criteria used in Barbaresi et al. 's (2005) prospective study of MLD.C hildren with percentile rankings between 23 and 39 on the mathematics achievement test in either grade were identified as LA (38 had rankings , 39th percentile in bothg rades), and provided ac omparison group similar to samples identified as MLD in most previous cognitive studies.
Mathematicalc ognition
Number sense Af undamental aspect of children'sn umber sense is an implicit understanding of the absolute and relative magnitude of sets of objects, and of symbols (e.g. Arabic numerals) that represent the quantityo ft hese sets. Children'se arly number sense includes an ability to immediately apprehend (without counting) the numerical value associated with sets of 3-4 objects or actions (Starkey &C ooper,1 980: Strauss&Curtis, 1984; Wynn, Bloom, &Chiang, 2002) ; afacility with use of counting to quantify small sets of objectsa nd to add and subtract small quantities to and from these sets (Gelman& Gallistel, 1978; Starkey, 1992) ; and ap roficiency in approximating the magnitudeso f small numberso fo bjectsa nd simple numerical operations (Dehaene, 1997) . This intuitive sense of quantityand magnitudemay be inherent (Butterworth &Reigosa, 2007; Dehaene, Piazza,Pinel, &Cohen, 2003; Geary, 1995) and may provide the foundation for early mathematics learning in school (Geary, 2006) . On the basis of our previous work and the work of others (Siegler &Booth, 2004; Siegler &Opfer,2003) ,weare focusing on two aspects of basic number sense: the speed and accuracyofidentifying and processing numbersets and the abilitytorepresent quantityalong amathematical numberline.
Number sets
In addition to being acore aspect of number sense, aconceptual understanding of sets and the ability to manipulate them in accordance with mathematical principles are critical competencies in academic mathematics. Children with MLDh ave potential deficitsi nb otht he core abilityt oa pprehend the quantityo fs mall sets and in the conceptual insight that numbersare composed of sets of smaller numberst hat can be manipulated in ways that can facilitate mathematical problem solving.
With respect to the former,K oontza nd Berch( 1996) assessed the abilityt o apprehend, withoutc ounting, the quantityo fs mall sets of objects or Arabic representations of these sets (e.g. 3 ¼ BBB). In this study,3 rd and 4th grade children with MLDand TA children were administered avariant of the physical identity and name identity task (Posner,B oies, Eichelman, &T aylor,1 969). Children werea sked to determine, as an example, if combinations of Arabic numerals (e.g. 3-2), object sets (e.g. BB -BB), or numerals and sets werethe same (e.g.2-BB)o rdifferent(e.g. 3-BB). In keeping with previous studies (Mandler &S hebo,1 982), reaction time patterns for the TA children indicated fast access to representations forquantities of two and three, regardless of whether the code was an Arabic numeral or number set. The children with MLD showed fast access to numerosityr epresentations fort he quantity of two, but appeared to rely on counting to determine quantities of three. The results suggest that some children with MLD might not have an inherent representation for numerosities of three or the representational system fort hree does not reliably discriminate two from three.
With respect to thel atter, Geary, Hoard, Byrd-Craven, andD eSoto( 2004) hypothesized that knowledgeo fn umber sets facilitates use of problems olving strategies that depend on the decomposition of numbers ets;t he decomposition strategy (e.g. 18 þ 7 ¼ 18 þ 2 þ 5) is sometimesu sed by TA children to solve simple and complexa ddition problems and is frequently usedb yi ntellectually precocious children Hoard,Geary, Byrd-Craven, &Nugent, 2008) . In our initial study from the Missourip roject, we found slower and less accurate processing of numbersets by children with MLD and, to alesser extent, LA children, and that children in these groups almostn ever usedt he decomposition strategy (Geary et al.,2 007). These results are suggestive of ar elation between fluency of processing number-set information and use of decomposition to solve arithmetic problems,b ut are far from definitive.
In af ollow-up analysis, Geary, Bailey, and Hoard (2009) used signald etection methodst od etermine the diagnostic utilityo fb eginningo f1 st grade scoreso nt he NumberSets Test forpredictingMLD status at the endof3rd grade. The signal detection analysis provides two keyv ariables, sensitivity (d 0 )a nd responseb ias (C; MacMillan, 2002).T he former representst he child'ss ensitivity in the detection of quantities represented in task items and the responseb ias representst he child'st endency to respond to task items, whether theyare correct or not. Children who correctly identify many target quantities and make few false alarms (i.e. circle an item that does not match the target quantity) and will have high d 0 and low Cscores, whereas children who have as many hits as false alarms will have low d 0 and high Cs cores. In the latter case, the high numberofcorrect items is due to the child'sbias to respond and not sensitivity to quantity. was assessed in termso fs ensitivity and specificity (Altman & Bland, 1994) . Sensitivity is the ratio of true positives (hits) to total positives (hits þ false alarms), and specificity is the ratio of true negatives( correct rejections) to total negatives(correct rejections þ misses). Using these gross (i.e. 15th percentile) cut-offs, the specificity of bothmeasures washigh -96% of childrenwho did nothave MLD in 3rd grade were correctly identified as non-MLD in 1st grade. The sensitivity -the percentage of 3rd grade children with MLD correctly diagnosed in 1stgrade -ofd 0 (51% correctly identified) was higher than that of 1st grade mathematics achievement scores (40% correctly identified),but neither was particularly high.
We then used responseo perator curves to maximize sensitivitya nd specificity of the 1stgrade mathematics achievement and d 0 scores in predicting3rd grade MLD; that is, to determine the optimal tradeoff between sensitivityand specificity.The procedure allowed us to determine cut-offscores ford 0 that correctly identify 2out of 3ofthe 3rd grade MLD children and correctly exclude 9out of 10 of the non-MLD children. The 1st grade achievement test scores also correctly identified 2out of 3ofthe 3rd grade MLD children but the samecut-offincorrectly identified 1out of 3oft he non-MLD children as MLD.I nt erms of practice,t he optimal cut-offv aluesd epend on the costs and benefits of early identification and remediation. If remediation is inexpensive and easily achieved, then maximizing sensitivity,regardless of changes in specificity,islikely to be the best approach. Thisi sb ecause the majority of childrena tr isk forM LD will be identifieda nd provided remedial services, and the costs of providing these services to children who do not need them is small. With limited resources, however,s ensitivity must be balanced against specificity so that resources can be most effectively used. In any case, the NumberS ets Test is not yetr eady foru se as af ormal diagnostic instrument but it does showp romise as ap otentially quick ( , 10 min), groupadministered screening measure.
Number line
Learning the mathematical number line (e.g.t he difference between two consecutive numbers is identical regardless of position on the number line) is ac ore element of basic education in mathematics (Case et al., 1 996; Griffin, Case, &S iegler, 1 994) ,a nd is an area of active study in cognitivep sychology (Siegler &B ooth, 2004; Siegler & Opfer,2 003) and cognitive neuroscience (Zorzi, Priftis,&Umiltá ,2 002). As noted earlier,i ndividual differences in children's learning of the linear,m athematical numberl ine are correlated with mathematics achievement in all grades in which it has been assessed (Booth &S iegler,2 006).C hildren'sc ompetence with the number line is also of theoretical interest because magnituder epresentations, including those that supportt he mathematical number line, may be based on ap otentiallyi nherent number-magnitude system that is supported by specific areas in the parietal cortices (Isaacs,E dmonds,L ucas, &G adian, 2001 ; Kadosh et al.,2 007; Molko et al.,2 003).
Making placements on ap hysical numberl ine that are based on use of the inherent number-magnitude system results in ap atternt hat conforms to the natural logarithm (ln) of the number (Feigenson, Dehaene, &S pelke, 2004; Gallistel & Gelman, 1992 ; Siegler &O pfer,2 003);u se of this representational system results in placements that are compressed forl arger magnitudes such that the perceived distance between8 9a nd 90 is smaller than the perceived distance between 2a nd 3. When making number line placements TA children initially rely on the natural representationals ystem,b ut quickly learnt he linear system with schooling (e.g. Siegler &B ooth, 2004) . If childrenw ith MLD have deficits in the number-magnitude representationals ystem (Koontz&Berch, 1996) , then their number line placements might not conformt ot he natural log model or might show less precision than other children when theym ake placements using this representation; specifically, more compression (closer placements) fors maller numbers.I fc hildren with MLD do not show evidence of ad eveloping linear representationals ystem,t hen another source of MLD might be difficulty in modifyingt he natural system to conformt ot he school-taught linear system.
With respecttothese issues, we have found several potentiallyimportant patterns in the number line placements of children with MLD and LA children ( Geary, Hoard, Nugent, &Byrd-Craven, 2008; Geary et al.,2007) . As found by Siegler and his colleagues (Siegler &B ooth, 2004 ; Siegler &O pfer,2 003),t he placements of TA children on the numberl ine were linear; that is, the placements werec onsistent with the learning of the linear property of thef ormal mathematical number line.T he placements (median values) of our groups of MLDa nd LA childrend iffered from each othera nd from those of TA children. As shown at the top of Figure 2 , the childrenwith MLDmade placements consistent with relianceo nt he naturaln umber-magnitudes ystem (represented by the ln),w hereas the placements of the LA children were consistent with use of this system forsmaller numbersand use of alinear representation forlarger numbers.The LA children showed aclear shift to use of the linear system by 2nd grade and, in fact, their 2nd grade performance did not differs ubstantivelyf rom that of the 2nd grade TA children. The performance of the MLDc hildren in 2nd grade was similar to that of the LA children in 1stgrade.
We also fitted the log and linear models on at rial-by-trial basis fore ach child. The group differences in use of the log and linear representations to make each placement on the number line were consistent with the patterns hown in Figure 2 , but also suggested greater trial-by-trial variation in children's use of one representational system or the other; specifically,for some trials childrenmade placements that implicated use of alinear representation and forothertrials theymade placements that implicated use of the natural number-magnitude representational system.G roup differences varied somewhatacross the differentmethodsused to analyse performance,but converged on as imilar conclusion: children with MLDw ere more heavily reliant on the natural number-magnitude representationalsystem to maketheir number line placements than were children in the LA and TA groups. Even when theym ade placements consistent with use of the natural number-magnitude system, the placements of children with MLD and their LA peerswere less precisethan those of the TA children early in 1st grade, that is, before much if any formal instruction on the number line. By 2nd grade, LA children caught up with their TA peers, but the MLD children, thought heyi mproved, lagged behind the otherc hildren.
One possibility is that children with MLDa nd LA childrenb egin school with al ess preciseu nderlying system of natural number-magnitude representations. This system may quickly mature -leading to an improved ability to discriminate between quantities of near equal value -i nL Ac hildren and may not mature or do so at as lower rate for children with MLD( seea lso, Halberda,M azzocco, &F eigenson, 2008) . We also found evidence that the central executive deficit of children with MLD (below) may slow their ability to mentally construct or use the school-taught linear system.O ur longitudinal design will allow us to better addresseach of these possibilities.
Counting
By the time TA children enter kindergarten, theyu nderstandm ostb asic counting concepts and can use counting procedures in many problem-solving contexts (Briars& Siegler,1 984; Gelman &G allistel, 1978) . The basic concepts include Gelman and Gallistel'sfi ve implicit principles; one-to-one correspondence( one and only one word tag is assigned to each countedo bject); stableo rder (the order of the word tags must stay the sameacross counted sets); cardinality (the value of the final word tag represents the quantityo fi tems in the set); abstraction (objects of any kind can be collected together and counted); and order-irrelevance (items within agiven set can be tagged in any sequence). Children'scounting behaviour suggests theyalso make inductions about counting rules (Briars&Siegler,1984) :young children infer that the unessential features of adjacency(items must be counted contiguously) and startatanend (counting must starto nt he left) are essential.
Several important results regarding children'si mplicit knowledgeo fc ounting principles and their inductions about counting have emerged from the use of the counting knowledget ask or av ariant of it. The first is that children with MLDa nd LA children understand most of the counting principles proposed by Gelman and Gallistel (1978) b ut, second, theyo ften make errorso ni tems that assess order-irrelevance or adjacency (Geary, Bow-Thomas, &Y ao, 1992; Geary et al.,2004) . Theseare countsthat are correct but the procedure is executed in an irregular way,asd escribed earlier.For kindergarteners to 2nd graders, LeFevre et al. (2006) found ac urvilinear patternf or performance on these types of irregular counts. Paradoxically,theyfound that children with low numerical test scorestended to say these counts were correct in kindergarten and 1st grade, whereas their high ability peerst ended to say these countsw ere incorrect.The pattern reversedin2nd grade. LeFevre et al. hypothesized that children have an initial bias to state all countsare correct,except forthose with obvious errors, and that an early awareness of variation in use of counting procedures leads to rejection of irregular but correct counts, and thus an initial disadvantagefor high abilitychildren. With experience, children eventuallyu nderstandt hat irregular ways of counting do not violate core principles (e.g.c ardinality) and at this point theya ccept these counts as correct.
If LeFevre et al. 's (2006) hypothesis is correct, then young children with MLD or LA children should performbetter on these irregular,pseudo-error counts than TA children; not because theyunderstand counting better but because theyare less likely to notice that it is an irregular count and thus state the default 'correct'. The results from our cross-sectionals tudies are mixed in this regard (Geary et al.,1 992, 2004 (Geary et al.,1 992, , 2007 . Sometimes children with MLD perform' better'o nt hese items and sometimes worse. Geary et al. (2007) found that 1stg rade childrenw ith MLDp erformed betteridentifying pseudo errorsascorrect -than their LA or TA peersand Geary et al. (2004) found that 3rd and 5th children with MLD performed more poorly than their TA peers. The overall patternsuggests, as predicted by LeFevre et al. 's (2006) model, that at least some childrenwith MLD are delayed in their attentiveness to variation in use of counting procedures and delayed in the inductions theym aker egarding the meaning of these variations. Our longitudinald esign will allow forastronger test of LeFevre et al. 's hypothesis as it relates to MLD.
We have also found that childrenwith MLD, but not necessarily LA children, fail to detect errorswhen the first item is double counted (i.e. the item is tagged 'one', 'two'), but theyd etect these double counts when theyo ccur with the last item. The pattern suggests children with MLDunderstand one-to-one correspondence, but have difficulty retaining anotation of the counting error in working memoryduring the count (Geary et al.,2 004; H oard, Geary, &H amson, 1999) .O hlssona nd Rees (1991) predicted that children'scounting knowledgeand skill at detecting counting errorswould enable them to correct these miscounts and thus eventually commit fewer errorsw hen using counting to solve arithmetic problems. In supportofthis prediction, Geary et al. (1992) found that frequent failures to detect double-counting errorsand to state pseudo-errors were incorrect were associated with frequent errorswhen counting was used to solve simple addition problems.T he performance on the counting task also explainedt he higher frequency of counting procedure errorso nt he additiont ask foragroup of children with MLD as compared to ac ontrol group of TA peers. Af ollow-up study revealed amore nuanced pattern; for1st graders, the tendency of childrenwith MLD to commit more errorswhen using counting to solve addition problems was morestrongly related to IQ and working memoryt han to counting knowledge,b ut counting knowledgew as more importantf or 5thg raders. Whatever ther eason, early performance on counting knowledget asks appearst ob eauseful indicator of later risk forM LD (Gersten, Jordan, &F lojo, 2005) .
Arithmetic
Children use am ix of counting and memory-based processes to solve simple addition problems (Ashcraft, 1982; Siegler &S hrager,1 984) . The mix is initially dominated by finger and verbal(e.g. out loud) counting and the most commonly used procedures are sum and min (Fuson, 1982; Groen &P arkman, 1972) .A saresult of schooling and practice, children use the min procedure more often and eventuallyr ely primarily on decomposition and retrieval.
In comparison to TA children, children with MLD rely on fingerc ounting form ore years, adopt the min procedure at alater age, and commit more counting errors (Geary, 1993; Hanich, Jordan, Kaplan, &Dick,2001; Jordan &Montani, 1997; Ostad, 1997) .The most consistent finding is that children with MLD showadeficit in the ability to use retrieval-based processes (Barrouillet, Fayol, &L athulié re, 1997; Geary, 1990; Geary et al.,2000; Jordan, Hanich, &Kaplan, 2003) .Itisnot that these childrennever correctly retrieve answers. Rather,theyshow apersistent difference in the frequency with which theycorrectly retrieve basic facts, and sometimes in the patternofretrieval errors. We confirmed this patternwith our initial analysis of the Missouricohort and will be following the development of the abilityofMLD childrentolearnbasic facts and testing hypotheses regarding the potential sources of their deficit in this area.
Cognitivem echanisms
Working memory Working memoryi st he ability to hold am entalr epresentation of information in mind while simultaneouslye ngaging in otherm entalp rocesses. The central executive is expresseda sa ttention-driven controlo fi nformation representedi nt wo core representationals ystems (Baddeley, 1986) . The systemsare alanguage-based phonetic buffer and avisuospatial sketch pad. Baddeley(2000) has also proposed the existence of athird representational system,the episodic buffer, but measures of this system arenot currently available and thus not included in our study.
We have hypothesized that the central executive is important forthe initial stages of academic learning, that is, forthe acquisition of novel school-taught competencies (e.g. linear number line) and suppression of more natural modes of understanding the presented information (e.g.use of the natural number-magnitude system; Geary, 2007) . The central executive should contribute to performance on all of our mathematical tasks. We have predicted the visuospatial sketch pad and phonological loop will contribute to learning in more restricted mathematical domains. The visuospatial sketch pad, fori nstance, is of theoretical interest because the parietal areas associated with numberand magnitude processing are situated near brain regions that supportaspects of visuospatial processing and because damaget ot hese parietal regions disrupts the ability to form spatial representations and to imagine amentalnumber line (Zorzi et al., 2002) .Intheory, the visuospatial sketch pad should contribute to performance on the NumberSets Test and the number line task, and we have found supportive evidence for both tasks (Geary et al.,2 007, 2008) .
Thew orking memory systemsi nf acti nteracti nc omplex ways during mathematics learning. Geary et al. (2008) foundt hatastrong visuospatial workingm emoryw as associated with more frequent useofthe naturalnumber-representational system to make number line placements.Thismakes sense, theoretically, but resultsinpoorerperformance if theg oali st ol earn thel inearm athematicaln umberl ine. Learningt ou se al inear representation to make number line placements wasr elated to IQ in 1stg rade andt he centrale xecutive in 2ndg rade.W es uggested that IQ contributest oc hildren'sa bility to learn thelogical structure of themathematicalnumberline, that is,the base-10 organization of thenumbers andthe equaldistancebetween successive numbers regardless of position on thel ine. And, thec entral executivec ontributes to on-linep erformanced uring the placements,inpartthrough inhibition of thenatural number representationalsystem.
In any case, Geary et al. (2007) found as ubstantial ( , 1 SD)d eficit fora verage-IQ children with MLDf or all three working memorys ystems, but no such deficit forL A children. As found with other studies,the central executive appearedtobeone of the mechanisms that contributed to many of the above-described mathematical cognition deficitsoft he children with MLD (McLean &H itch, 1999; Swanson, 1993; Swanson& Sachse-Lee, 2001 ).T he deficit of the MLD children fort he visuospatial sketch pad contributed to their poori dentification of quantity (i.e.h its)o nt he NumberS ets Test and their poorphonological loop contributed to frequent errorswhenusing acounting procedure to solve addition problems. We will continue to explore these relations and others( e.g. Geary et al.,2 004) in the Missouristudy.
Speed of processing
Thep otential contributions of workingm emoryt om athematicsl earninga re complicated by speed of processing. The issue is whether individual differences in working memorya re driven by more fundamental differences in speed of neural processing (Kail, 1991) ,o rw hether the attentional focus associated with the central executive speeds information processing (Engle, Tuholski, Laughlin, &Conway,1999) . Either way, asystematicassessment of the potential mechanisms underlying the deficits of children with MLD and LA children requires simultaneous measurementofworking memorya nd speed of processing.
Indeed, we have found slower information processing forour MLDand LA groups in comparison to their TA peers ( Geary et al., 2 007) .B ys imultaneously estimating the contributions of working memorya nd speed of processing to individual and group differences on the mathematical cognition tasks, we have also found working memory (especially the central executive) is the stronger candidate as ac ore mechanism underlying these individual and group differences than speed of processing.
Conclusion
For decades, our understanding of mathematical learning and learning disabilities lagged our understanding of reading and reading disabilities, but much has changed in the past 10 years. Advances in the understanding of the mathematical thinking and learning of TA children has provided astrong theoretical foundation and many experimentalmethods that can be applied to the study of MLD and LA (see Campbell, 2005) .W eh ave taken advantage of these advances in the design of the Missouril ongitudinal study and are focused on identifying the areas of mathematics that are of particular difficulty for children with MLD and LA children, and on better understanding the sources of their respective disabilities and difficulties in these areas. In combination with the other labs supported by the NICHD consortium, as well as contributions from other researchers, we are poised in the next 10 years to make substantial progress in our understanding of the nature and sources of MLD and LA and in the development of assessment measures and remedial techniques (see Berch&Mazzocco, 2007) .
